This study investigates wake-induced bypass transition of boundary layers on a flat plate which is subjected to favorable and adverse pressure gradients. Inlet free-stream turbulence level is controlled with a turbulence grid. Detailed boundary layer measurements are executed by use of a single hot-wire probe. The main focus of this paper is on how and to what extent the wake-induced bypass transition of a flatplate boundary layer can be affected by favorable -adverse pressure gradient as well as enhanced turbulence intensity. A spokedwheel-type wake generator creates periodic wakes in front of the flat plate. Two types of the wakes are generated by altering the direction of the movement of the wake-generating bars. Instantaneous velocity signals successfully reveal the flow events associated with the wake passage happening inside the boundary layer, such as the emergence of turbulent spots and calmed regions behind them. Noticeable differences in the transitional behavior due to the wake passage also appear between these two types of the wakes.
Introduction
According to Mayle's categorization (1) , there are several paths of boundary layer transition to turbulence observed in turbomachines, and so-called bypass transition is one of the transition paths there. In bypass transition, turbulent spots are believed to be created in the boundary layer as a direct consequence of, for example, elevated free-stream turbulence level. In other words, the stage of conventional two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting instability is bypassed in this type of transition process. Since flow fields in turbomachines are characterized with the existence of intense external disturbances such as freestream turbulence and periodic wakes, it is easy to realize that bypass transition mode dominates the transition process of blade boundary layers. Therefore, a number of studies have been made on wake-induced bypass transition of blade boundary layer (1) - (6) . Recently, Ottavy et al. (7) executed experimental and numerical work upon movingbar wake interaction with a boundary layer on a flat plate subjected to a pressure gradient emulating a compressor blade. Their efforts, however, did not elucidate the effects of the pressure gradient upon the development of wakeinduced boundary layer transition under the influence of free-stream turbulence.
In the present study, the experimental study was performed on the wake-induced bypass transition of the boundary layer on a flat-plate test model subjected to periodic wake passing. The unsteady velocity field was measured with hot-wire anemometry. A passage-contouring device similar to that used in Ottavy et al. (7) was adopted to generate a pressure gradient on the test model which was typical to an aft-or front-loaded turbine blade. A spokedwheel type wake generator, consisting of a disk and several cylindrical bars, produced two types of the incoming wakes against the test model by altering the direction of the disk rotation. A turbulence grid was introduced in a case to enhance free-stream turbulence. Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the test apparatus used in this study. The settling chamber and the contraction nozzle reduced free-stream turbulence down to about 0.5%. Free-stream turbulence intensity was controlled using a passive-type turbulence grid. Periodic wakes were produced by a spokenwheel type generator that consisted of a disk with 400 mm diameter and cylindrical bars of 5 mm or 3 mm diameter. Revolution number of the disk in the wake generator was counted by an optical tachometer. The fluctuation in revolution was found to be less than 0.5%. Figure 2 shows the test model, the wake generator and passage-contouring devices attached on the top and bottom walls of the test duct. The wake generator was set so that each of the wake generating bars became parallel with the leading edge of the test model when it moved in front of the model. Rotation direction of Fig. 1 Test facility the disk of the wake generator was easily reversed, which changed the movement of the wake-generating bars relative to the model, as designated normal rotation or reverse rotation in Fig. 2 . The test model, made of acrylic-resin plates, was 1.0 m long. It had a semi-elliptic leading edge with the long axis of 75 mm and the short axis of 15 mm, followed by a flat-plate after body. The width and thickness were 200 mm and 30 mm, respectively. Static pressure taps were provided on one side of the test model to measure the pressure distribution on the test surface. The passage-contouring devices were shaved out of styrofoam bricks so as to take a shape for establishing a pressure gradient typical to an aft-loaded turbine blade, at first. It did not take long time, however, to realize that another type of pressure gradient could be achieved only by turning it around, the pressure gradient which seemed to correspond to that on a front-loaded turbine blade. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the system for the boundary layer measurement based on hot-wire anemometry. The passagecontouring device had a slot along its centerline through which a hotwire probe could be inserted into the main flow.
Nomenclature

Experimental Setup
Instrumentation and Data Processing
1 Ensemble-averaged quantities
A single hot-wire probe was used to measure the boundary layer on the test model. PC-controlled traversing unit placed the probe to the location to be measured with the precision of 0.01 mm. The probe was connected to a constant-temperature anemometer. By monitoring the free-stream temperature at the exit of the test section, the temperature unit effectively compensated temperature fluctuation of relatively low frequency during the long-running measurement. The A/D converter acquired and digitized linearized signal from the probe using once-per-revolution signal from the optical tachometer as synchronization signal, which guaranteed the application of the phase-locked averaging technique to the sampled data. The data-sampling rate was 50 kHz and each of the digitized records contained 2 500 words. Phaselocked or ensemble-averaged velocity,ũ, was then calculated from the acquired instantaneous velocity data, u k (k = 1,2,..., N), as follows:
Ensemble-averaged turbulence intensity was also defined by
where U e (x) was the local velocity determined from the static pressure measurements with the Bernoulli's equation. From the ensemble-averaged velocity, ensembleaveraged boundary layer thicknessδ(x,t) was determined, which was defined as the distance from the test model surface to the location where the ensemble-averaged velocity reached the maximum among the data acquired at the same streamwise location.
2 Time-averaged quantities
Time-averaged quantities were obtained by the integration of the ensemble-averaged quantities over the wake-passing period. For instance, time-averaged boundary layer thicknesses were calculated bȳ
3 Intermittency factor
The raw velocity data contained useful information to understand transitional process of the wake-affected boundary layer in detail. In order to quantify this transitional process, an intermittency factor was introduced, which could be regarded as the ratio of total sum of the time when the boundary layer was turbulent to the whole measurement time period. Calculation of the intermittency factor required a detector function as well as a proper threshold to judge whether the boundary layer concerned was laminar or turbulent. Eventually, the following procedure was adopted to determine the local intermittency factor γ(x,t).
where turbulence detector function D(t) and threshold level T v were defined in consideration of the previous works (for example, Solomon (3) ) by the following equations, respectively.
where |∂u k /∂t| smooth was calculated by averaging the value of |∂u k /∂t| over a series of short window times. These window times t w were determined using a time scale associated with the largest eddies in the boundary layer, which was
The basic concept of the technique introduced in the above was first developed by Falco and Gendrich (15) , then modified by Solomon (3) so as to deal with cases of wakeinduced boundary layer transition. The ability of this technique is widely accepted, in particular among the turbomachinery research community (16) , however, some arbitrariness surely exists in terms of the selection of the value of C v . In fact, several attempts eventually led to the value of 0.10 for C v adoped in this study, which was smaller than the recommended value by Solomon (C v = 0.15). is an example of D(t) and a series of steps showing turbulent zones that possessed high velocity acceleration with more than the threshold given by Eq. (7).
The onset and the end of transition were then determined in this study as the locations where time-averaged intermittency factor γ(x) exceeded 0.025 and 0.975, respectively. These two values were selected in an empirical manner using instantaneous velocity data so that they could reasonably detect the transition.
4 Uncertainty
Uncertainties of the inlet velocity and instantaneous velocity were estimated to be about 2% and 3% using the Kline and McClintock method (8) . Table 1 shows the test conditions of this study. Test Case 1 was the baseline experiment with no wake, where the inlet velocity U in was 10 m/s and Reynolds number Re based on the length of the test model and the inlet velocity was 6.7 × 10 5 . The passage contouring device, which was referred to as Type A in this case and is shown in the up- Table 1 Test conditions per of Fig. 4 , was set so as to achieve a front-loading type pressure gradient on the test model. Effects of incoming wakes for the normal rotation mode were investigated in Test Case 2. Strouhal number, which characterized wakeaffected unsteady flow field over the test mode and was defined by
5 Test Conditions
was 2.0, where the disk rotational speed n was 600 rpm and the bar count n b was 2. Since the horizontal distance between the center of the disk of the wake gen- The measurement region extended from x/L = 0.105 to x/L = 0.875 in the streamwise direction and from y/L = 0.2 × 10 −3 to y/L = 10 × 10 −3 in the vertical direction. Table 2 provides detailed information on the streamwise locations of the boundary layer measurements for Type A as well as Type B. Figure 5 shows distributions of measured pressure coefficient C p (x) as well as the resultant acceleration parameter K(x) over the test model, where C p (x) and K(x) were calculated by
respectively. The flow field induced by Type A was characterized by the existence of abrupt flow acceleration exceeding 3 × 10 −6 just after the leading edge of the test model, followed by gradual flow deceleration. The averaged acceleration parameter of Type A was about 5×10 −7 . These data were normalized with the inlet velocity. Maximum wake turbulence intensity reached about 8% for d = 5 mm and about 5% for d = 3 mm. The velocity deficit inside the wake was about 6% of the inlet velocity for d = 5 mm and about 5% for d = 3 mm. With the turbulence grid, the background turbulence intensity increased from 0.5% to 1.5%, while the peak values of velocity deficit and turbulence intensity did not exhibit substantial change even under the enhanced free-stream turbulence condition.
Results
1 Effects of wake passing upon transitional be-
havior Type A contouring Fig. 7 shows instantaneous velocity signals measured for Test Case 1 and Test Case 2. These data, measured at y/L = 0.2 × 10 −3 for 14 locations, were normalized with the local velocity U e (x). Any interval between two adjacent velocity signals in these figures was proportional to the actual spatial interval between the corresponding measurement locations. Information on Re 2 , Reynolds number based on the steady-state momentum thickness and the local velocity U e (x), was pro- vided to several velocity signals in this figure to seek for any relationship between wake-induced transition onset and the Reynolds number. In Test Case 1, the normalized velocity data abruptly exhibited intense fluctuation just after x/L = 0.40. This abrupt transition was also confirmed from the time-averaged intermittency factor shown in Fig. 8 . In Test Case 2, the normalized velocity data contained clear traces of periodic wake passing over the test model whose envelopes tended to take a shape of wedge after the impact of the incoming wake upon the boundary layer. The appearance of this wedge-shaped envelopes of the traces implied that the wake passage eventually induced transition of the boundary layer through the production of turbulent spots. In fact, the wake-affected velocity signals began to be featured with intense fluctuation after onset was also confirmed by the intermittency distribution in Fig. 8 . The other feature to be mentioned as for the transitional behavior of the wake-affected boundary layer was the emergence of calmed region just after the wake passing, which is enclosed with the mark A in Fig. 7 . The calmed region acted in such a way that the highly fluctuating boundary layer at x/L = 0.435 was calmed down to be Type B contouring Fig. 9 illustrates instantaneous velocity signals for Test Case 3 and Test Case 4, the latter including the cases for d = 5 mm and d = 3 mm. Occurrence of the natural transition was delayed due to the long and gradual flow acceleration, where the transition took place between the measuring points #19 and #20 in Fig. 4 . The velocity data for Test Case 4 with d = 5 mm revealed the appearance of wedge-shaped highly fluctuating velocity zones, which were generated by the wake passing and wake-induced turbulent spots. As shown by the circle T 5 , wake-induced transition was likely to start around x/L = 0.20 where Re 2 was 116. The calmed region, designated B 5 , then appeared just after the wake passage. As for the velocity data in Test Case 4 with d = 3 mm, the fluctuation inside the circle T 3 indicated that the wake-induced transition occurred a little later than that of the d = 5 mm case, which was due to the relatively weak turbulence intensity of the wake for d = 3 mm. The calmed region B 3 existed over the surface where the turbulent boundary layer would have been. This calmed region for d = 3 mm lasted longer than that for d = 5 mm because of the delayed transition in the d = 3 mm case. Figure 10 demonstrates intermittency factors obtained in the cases using Type B contouring device. Note that not only the intermittency factors for the no-grid cases (Test Case 3 and Test Case 4) but also those for the cases was probably due to the effect of the gradual acceleration, in other words, the modestly favorable pressure gradient responsible for preventing the boundary layer being affected by the relatively weak bar wakes of d = 3 mm from growing in the streamwise direction. After experiencing the maximum speed, the boundary layer subjected to the wakes of d = 3 mm bars rapidly advanced its pace of transition. Figure 11 depicts the wake-affected velocity signals acquired in Test Case 7 using the bars of d = 5 mm and d = 3 mm, where the inlet free-stream turbulence was elevated up to 1.5%. Interestingly, even under the flow acceleration, this modest elevation of the inlet free-stream turbulence appeared to have some impact on the transitional behavior of the boundary layer in terms of the intermittency factor as well as the emergence of some spikes in the signals. In fact, the intermittency factors shown in Fig. 10 demonstrates further promotion of the wake-induced transition under the influence of the enhanced turbulence intensity. Besides, spiky fluctuations, marked with C 5 and C 3 , emerged between the two neighboring wake traces in the velocity signals after the location of the maximum speed. Much has remained unknown about the reason why these spikes occurred. One of the plausible reasonings for them was break down of streaks the enhanced free-stream turbulence left inside the boundary layer. As pointed out by Matsubara and Alfredson (9) , streaks can be observed inside the boundary layer that is subjected to free-stream turbulence with more than 1% intensity, and are considered to be a major player in boundary layer bypass transition. In other words, the streak is responsible for the emergence of a turbulent spot via its instability process. Accordingly, in the present study, it was likely that streaks inside the boundary layer, which were generated by the freestream turbulence and were in a stable condition due to the favorable pressure gradient, became unstable at or after the maximum velocity location, resulting in the emergence of the spikes, i.e., turbulent spots. Figure 12 clearly shows how the difference in the bar movement direction affected the transitional behavior of the boundary layer. In Test Case 5, where the wakes containing so-called negative jet effect were being convected over the boundary layer as shown above in the right column of this figure, the wake traces in the velocity data were not featured with any high-frequency fluctuations until x/L = 0.350. This was in contrast to the normal rotation case shown in the left column of Fig. 12 . Similar findings were already reported by one of the present authors (10) as well as by Kittichaikarn et al. (11) In particular, Kittichaikarn et al. revealed from their flow-visualization using TLC that the wakes in the reverse rotation case eventually induced turbulent spots from a relatively narrow area on the surface compared to the case of the normal direction. Despite several experimental findings related to the effects of bar movement, less is known about the mechanism what actually causes the difference in the spot generation and the subsequent transition process of the boundary layer, and further studies are still needed.
2 Effects of free-stream turbulence
3 Effects of wake movement
Discussion on Transition Onset
Prediction of transition onset, especially in wakeinduced bypass transition case, is a very challenging but important task that should be pursued in this study. There is a consensus among turbomachinery-related community that Mayle's correlation (1) as well as Abu-Ghannam, Show's correlation are well-established tools to predict the transition onset caused by free-stream turbulence. Mayle's correlation has a great benefit in actual applications because of its simple form consisting only of turbulence intensity (T u), which is expressed as follows;
where Re 2tr is Reynolds number based on momentum thickness at the onset point and T u is in percentile. Interpreting maximum turbulence intensity attained in the wake as the free-stream turbulence in Eq. (12) , at the same time using the turbulence intensities shown in Fig. 6 , the transition onset can be expected to reside at Re 2tr = 109 for d = 5 mm and Re 2tr = 146 for d = 3 mm Taking advantage of the intermittency factor shown in Fig. 8 , the transition for Type A contouring case with d = 5 mm appeared to start from around Re 2tr = 150, which corresponded to x/L = 0.205 (point T A5 in Fig. 8 ). On the other hand, as described before, Type B contouring cases showed that the transition onset located just upstream of Re 2 = 116 for d = 5 mm and at Re 2tr = 122 (point T B3 ) for d = 3 mm (see Fig. 9 and the relevant discussion). Discrepancy between the experiments and the predictions seems larger in Type A contouring case. This could have happened because of the intense flow acceleration that weakened the turbulence intensity of the incoming wakes. It could be also mentioned that the stabilized boundary layer resisted the wakeinduced transition longer than in the zero-pressure gradient case. Moreover, turbulent spot characteristics such as spread angle might have been affected by the favorable pressure gradient. Despite the fact that Mayle's correlation does not account for the factors described just in the above, it works fairly well even in the prediction of wakeinduced boundary layer transition, provided that the maximum turbulence intensity of wake is used instead. Further relevant studies might be able to improve the correlation.
Discussion on Turbulent Spots Induced by Bar Wakes
Before drawing some conclusions from this study, it seems necessary to make some comment on turbulent spots induced by bar wakes. Most of the readers and most of the researchers working on bypass transition problems may imagine that when a bar wake impinges a flat plate, a number of turbulent spots, each of which takes an arrowhead shape growing in the streamwise direction under the influence of neighboring turbulent spots, appear inside the flat-plate boundary layer in alignment with each other along the bar wake direction. In a sense of ensemble-average, such clustered turbulent spots might be regarded as a two-dimensional and band-like highly turbulent zone. As described in this paper, the experimental findings surely support this recognition in terms of the propagation speed of the highly turbulent zones or the appearance of the calmed region, for example. Interestingly, however, very few studies have been made to reveal what is actually happening in the wake-affected boundary layer. Therefore, a question is now raised whether a turbulent spot induced by bar wake takes a shape of conventional arrowhead pointing downstream or not (13) . Much still remains unknown and relevant studies have just begun (14) .
Conclusions
This study dealt with the detailed studies of boundary layer bypass transition caused by periodic bar-wake passage. Effects of the pressure gradients and the free-stream turbulence were examined in terms of temporal behaviors of the velocity signals as well as intermittency factors. The important findings in this study can be itemized as follows.
1 ) Wedge-shaped zones of high fluctuations were observed in the series of the measured raw velocity signals regardless of the types of passage-contouring device, indicating that the wake passage surely generated turbulent spots in the boundary layers. In addition, calmed regions clearly appeared just after the wake-induced velocity wedges. The intermittency factor in Type A contouring case revealed that the appearance of the calmed region suspended the completion of the wake-induced transition.
2 ) Comparing the experimental data with Mayle's correlation which was very popular and well established for zero-pressure gradient boundary layers, it was revealed that the favorable pressure gradients examined in this study delayed the transition onset, particularly in Type A contouring case with larger acceleration parameter.
3 ) The intermittency factors exhibited that moderately elevated inlet free-stream turbulence had a capability to promote the boundary layer transition under the flowacceleration. Spiky velocity fluctuations were observed between two neighboring wake traces mainly after the flow started to decelerate. These spikes were probably due to break down of streaks induced by the free-stream turbulence, the break down which resulted in the emergence of turbulent spots. 4 ) Remarkable difference in the wake-induced transition was confirmed between in the normal and reverse rotation cases. This could be attributed to negative jet effects, although much remains to be examined in more detail to acquire the hidden mechanism causing the difference.
5 ) Mayle's correlation reasonably predicted wakeinduced boundary layer transition onsets when the inlet maximum turbulence intensity of wake was used.
